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I want to begin with saying I have enjoyed watching Bill Nye and Ken Ham over the years and intend no disrespect to either individual; but when lives
and everlasting destinies are at stake, let Truth prevail.

It was probably due to time constraints that Ken didn't refute every fallacious argument Bill presented but I am under no such constraints and so will do
so here. (Thank you Ken for standing for the fact that we live in Creation as designed and Made by the God of the Holy Bible!
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=722907594407083&set=pcb.722908231073686&type=1&theater)

Fallacious arguments presented by Bill Nye as "science":

1) Layers of ice in arctic and anarctic regions are equivalent to summer and winter and thus appropriate for determining years.
ACTUAL OBSERVABLE SCIENTIFIC FACT proves such a presumption is FALSE! http://www.icr.org/article/355/272/
and http://www.talkorigins.org/indexcc/CD/CD410.html and just to provide an opposing
view:http://www.oldearth.org/argument/G531_creation_science.htm
and http://evolutionwiki.org/wiki/WWII_airplanes_are_now_beneath_thousands_of_annual_ice_layers
Why have I provided both views? To show all the assumptions and presumptions BOTH sides are making in claiming ice layers can be equivocated to
elapsed years in history; especially the prehistoric past. All kinds of assumptions are plainly shown by the stated observations as FALSE. Observable
facts, precipitation falls in microclimates and specific regions of the larger arctic and anarctic areas in vastly different quantities. Due to other climatic
conditions, like wind, erosion, sporadic warming; deposited layers and thicknesses of those layers vary DRAMATICALLY. To this day we see erratic
weather conditions all over the planet! Thus the only facts one can surmise from ice cores are such that can be justified and that is that ice cores have
layers of melted snow and layers of compressed snow within which are trapped elements and other data significant to that layer or layers in which
those elements are trapped; which can be caused NOT JUST BY ANNUAL FLUCTUATIONS due to the seasons BUT BY fluctuations in weather and
climatic conditions sufficient to form said layers; even many layers within one year's time. Snow storm followed by warm weather, followed by another
snow storm and warm weather with high winds intermittent can form ice layers rapidly and drifts, and layers of compression, these facts we can
observe EVERY WINTER worldwide! So to equivocate ice layers with annual deposits is simply fallacious "science". In other words, neither side is
making a point here; the ice cores show layers of ice; and can not 100% conclusively be construed as each layer = 1 year by factual science.

2) Nye goes on to claim some trees are 6000 years old and cites one in Scandinavia as being over 9000 years old. Here again a similar error in
presumption is being made to that of the ice layers and that error is tree rings automatically equivocate to elapsed years when they factually DO NOT;
despite claims that SOME species generally only form such rings annually!
- not all species of trees are suitable for dendrochronologies: http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0054730
http://www.ltrr.arizona.edu/lorim/bad.html
Even among species that are; environmental conditions can skew the rings and findings:
https://www.theforestacademy.com/tree-knowledge/annual-growth-rings/#.UvJkSvldV5Y
https://www.icr.org/article/7058/
BUT let's say for arguments sake that we conclude that ONE tree on planet earth has been found to be 9000+ years old. Would that really
conclusively argue against a global flood? NO!

If the whole world was full of such trees then someone claiming a global flood occurred after the age of those worldwide trees would then be making an
extraordinary claim, BUT to find only ONE such tree in all the world (or let's say they might find a few more somewhere, to give them the benefit of the
doubt) argues in FAVOR of a global flood; not against it. Like a sole survivor of catastrophic events today! Example: some plants can be rooted in
water and then planted; who's to say ONE tree or a few didn't get dislodged in a large pile of organic debris, in the flood, of soil/peat (have you ever
seen uprooted trees HUGE quantities of soil are found in the roots), other trees, etc. and then when the waters receded take root again? Some might
claim that is unlikely; but which is more unlikely that finding only ONE tree that old on planet earth disproves a global flood; when the very lack of
billions like it confirms the account; or that particular tree would be among the very rare survivors of that event. We know large amounts of materials
float from catastrophes (http://www.realnatural.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/10/US-Navy-trash-pile-comp.jpg); it is therefore easy to visualize, seeds,
plants, trees, leaves, twigs, peat, moss, and all kinds of vegetation living on top of the water until the waters receded again.

(Especially when there are petrified trees found embedded through multiple sedimentary layers all over the world, some toppled some upright; again
overwhelmingly proving the flood account.
https://www.google.com/search?q=petrified+trees+toppled+in+stratified+layers&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&espv=210&es_sm=93&source=lnms
&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=WYPyUu3xGcLCyQGd0YG4BQ&ved=0CAkQ_AUoAQ&biw=1067&bih=702#q=petrified+trees+through+strata&tbm=isch)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0FOtMOazpJg look how fast the earth recovers from catastrophes; it is easy to see how vegetation could fill the
world after the flood in just thousands of years.

3) Nye emphasizes his knowledge of ship building and mocks the very notion of Noah's Ark as if he is completely oblivious to the three findings of such
craft already in the biblical region that Ark came to rest in and of size and date corresponding to the biblical account. Argument moot and fallacious!
Observable scientific fact; such a craft of the size and dimensions in the Bible have been found in the region the Bible states! Furthermore; all other
rubbish Nye believes has been proven fallacious regarding his view that the flood never occurred at all when it has been overwhelmingly scientifically
proven as factual history!
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/no-more-brainwashing-no-more-lies-science-proves-who-god-is-part-1/518695411542756

4) I'm not sure why Ken Ham didn't blast Nye for his ludicrous claims (perhaps he was just being polite; but in my view when someone believes
fallacies and is in danger of perishing in such notions; we as Christians MUST point those fallacies out; not only for Bill's sake but for all those listening)
as he continued. Bill snickered on about how thousands of kinds of creatures couldn't possibly propagate to the hundreds of millions we have today in
just thousands of years. REALLY? despite the fact we have BILLIONS of people on earth today; you find the geometric sequence of reproduction
among species difficult to comprehend? REALLY? despite the fact that in the lab tens of thousands of generations of fruit flies have been observed in
only a few decades? thousands and thousands of generations of bacteria likewise? The reproductive rate is ASTOUNDING! When Nye snickers
about 11 new species every day; what modern biologists call "species" these days (just offspring with variations within the original kinds) FAR MORE
THAN JUST 11 every day come into existence! (by their definition of species)
http://www.ldolphin.org/popul.html look at the formulae showing population growth rate for humans who typically only birth one offspring at a time.
Now consider the growth rate for species that birth many offspring at once! IT IS EASY TO GET TO CURRENT POPULATIONS ON EARTH FROM
ONLY THOUSANDS OF YEARS AGO! In fact such populations actually are another proof of the flood account!

5) Nye talks about boulders somehow disproving the flood; when just the opposite is true. Look at any riverbed, glacial melt, washout, etc. the fine
sediments settle at the very bottom, while the larger grains, rocks, boulders end up on top. (this goes for fossils as well, large and small creatures that
all drown together will have the larger creatures on top while the smaller ones fall down between all the cracks and crevices with all the other fine
sediments) By pointing out lots of boulders in a huge region, he just pointed out even more evidence for the flood account.
In fact Nye should familiarize himself with http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evidence-of-god-our-creator/568134419932188 and
actual science as soon as possible, because everything I heard him state was either proof against what he believes or completely fallacious.

6) He kept wanting Ken to make predictions; to which I am astonished Ken didn't respond to the fact THAT THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE AND ALL
EVENTS TRANSPIRING ON EARTH ARE "PREDICATED" UPON WHAT THE SCRIPTURES/THE HOLY BIBLE/THE WORDS OF GOD ALMIGHTY
OUR CREATOR RECORDS! He should have said Bill, are you really asking me for what predictions are found in the world's most accurate book on
prophecy? TAKE A LOOK AT CURRENT EVENTS! (the ones written millenniums ago, that you keep snidely remarking

about) http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-a-treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230
and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/prophecies-show-divine-inspiration-of-the-holy-bible/520171808061783

7) Nye went on further to mock, if the likes of the Grand Canyon aided in draining the global flood, then canyons like that would be found all over the
world! To which Ken should have responded THEY ARE FOUND ALL OVER THE WORLD!
http://www.environmentalgraffiti.com/news-deepest-canyons-earth?image=4 AND
https://www.google.com/search?q=the+largest+canyons+in+the+world&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&espv=210&es_sm=93&tbm=isch&tbo=u&sour
ce=univ&sa=X&ei=cG_yUoySA6GIyAGJwYGAAQ&ved=0CFYQsAQ&biw=1067&bih=702
and https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=593059514113795&set=a.313338668752549.73826.313312622088487&type=1&theater
heck such canyons are found even under Antarctica! http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/01/140114090831.htm
and the oceans:
https://www.google.com/search?q=oceanic+ridges+and+trenches&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&espv=210&es_sm=93&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=u
niv&sa=X&ei=JXDyUortEs64yAGNuIHIAQ&ved=0CCkQsAQ&biw=1067&bih=702
again my note indicates where some of the water that drained from the flood might be: http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/no-morebrainwashing-no-more-lies-science-proves-who-god-is-part-1/518695411542756

8) Then Nye flashed a shot of supposedly humanoid skulls on the screen as if to make some point regarding the nonsense of human
evolution. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=724539820910527&set=a.361018770595969.88428.286013238096523&type=1&theater Most
all of the illustrations were drawings and renderings from a few tiny fragments (in other words, Nye put on the screen fictional artistry to support his
religious beliefs in the name of "science"). http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=human+evolution+frauds&sm=3
Ham should have put up these guys and asked Nye where they fit into Nye's obviously religious
beliefs: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEmnXV5Qs2Q&list=PLDD19870F568B7818 the disproved religions of evolution and atheism don't
address these observable scientific facts because these facts support the accurate biblical account; whereas their disproven worldviews do not.
In other words, it is as foolish to put a bunch of human skulls or dog skulls or cat skulls on a screen of all different shapes and sizes and say SEE
evolution as it is to take LIVING humans, dogs, cats, of all different sizes and shapes and make the same nonsensical claim! Nye's argument here is
complete rubbish! The very same rubbish all zealously adhere to who fall for http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-dawkinsdelusion/588126314599665

It's folks like Nye that think differents shapes of skulls represent different levles of "evolutionary development" in species that led to stoking the fires of
extreme racism around the world and of genocidal maniacs like Hitler!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mxXICZ9mXo&list=PL7F9B57EBDCCEECF8

9) Regarding the fossil record Nye would have people believe that creatures like this http://www.utaot.com/2013/11/09/mysterious-sea-creaturecaught-off-the-coast-of-borneo/ perished millions of years ago. In fact, most marine biologists claim we know less than 1% about all the marine life in
the oceans; as such species are being found constantly that evolutionists claim went extinct millions of years ago. http://listverse.com/2010/05/14/top10-prehistoric-fish-alive-today/ There are many more species still alive today, and those that died in recent history, that defy the millions and billions of
years postulated by those who cling to the religions of atheism and darwinian evolution. http://kgov.com/dinosaur-soft-tissue While Nye claims they
are found neatly, in separate layers (in support of the fictional evolutionary tree and geologic column they still are brainwashing innocent children with
in the name of "science"); not many species all bunched together, this is just another lie. http://www.latimes.com/science/sciencenow/la-sci-sn-animalpompeii-china-fossils-volacnoes-20140204,0,1152707.story#axzz2sVMGzZie and http://www.livescience.com/8340-world-largest-dinosaur-graveyardlinked-mass-death.html Nye kept chuckling about if you found fossil evidence of them swimming and drowning then bring it on; you mean like all
these? http://creation.com/death-throesand http://www.fulfilledprophecy.com/bb/viewtopic.php?f=18&t=26481 and
http://www.genesispark.com/exhibits/trivia/death-pose/ and http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/chat/2812721/posts and even fossilized footprints
have been found showing they were running from rapidly rising water
https://www.google.com/search?q=dinosaur+footprints+running+from+rapidly+rising+water&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=dinosaur+footprints+r
unning+from+rapidly+rising+water&aqs=chrome..69i57.15106j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8 and
https://www.google.com/search?q=dinosaur+footprints+running+from+rapidly+rising+water&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=dinosaur+footprints+r

unning+from+rapidly+rising+water&aqs=chrome..69i57.15106j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8 so not only have dinosaur
fossils shown massive drowning worldwide; but even fossilized footprints have been found showing them running toward high ground with rear prints
vanishing from some four legged creatures before the front (as if rising water lifted them off the ground)!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLv1rbD886yCbjUM3d1XVCEN9GTOclZNXD&feature=player_detailpage&v=hmMIpgIyOnY#t=141 and http://ww
w.creationevidence.org/ and http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=dinosaurs+and+man+coexisted&sm=1 Evidence of such footprints of
dinosaurs and other creatures running from rising water has been found and presented; but Mr. Nye is either in denial of this or unaware. I strongly
suggest he and all ought to watch all the episodes of "creation in the 21st century" with Dr. Carl
Baugh. http://www.youtube.com/user/CreationMuseumTexas and
http://www.itbn.org/index/program/lib/programs/sublib/Creation+in+the+21st+Century and http://www.creationevidence.org/carlbaugh/v2ch1.htm and
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HIoW19p4dtY

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xYAlsqC-g5Y&list=PLv1rbD886yCbjUM3d1XVCEN9GTOclZNXD

I feel the need to insert here my note http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evolution-and-atheism-intertwined-religions-of-theinsane/492209810857983 and another paragraph or two on why brainwashing is a form of aggravated assault against children; as is going
on currently in our public education system by censoring ALL these facts in order to cling to animations and fiction in the name of
"science". Yesterday, I had a rather sad experience of encountering yet two more persons who were so thoroughly brainwashed that they no longer
even trusted in their own perceptive abilities.
I showed them overwhelming quantities of evidence PROVING deep time allegations regarding dinosaurs are FALSE.

irrefutable proof set in stone of man and not just dinosaurs but trilobites (according to evolutionists one of the most primitive "pre-historic" life forms)
COEXISTED! (and actually STILL COEXIST)!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bh9YoMFO38g - (and advised that they were in serious need of watching the entire archives of "Creation in the 21st
Century" with Dr. Carl Baugh (as in fact should be used to aid the deprogramming of ALL who have been brainwashed in public education around the
world with evolution and atheism))

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWe3cteDuBc and http://www.bible.ca/tracks/dp-geol-column.htm

http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=dinosaurs+and+man+coexisted&sm=1

http://kgov.com/dinosaur-soft-tissue

http://www.icr.org/i/pdf/technical/Original-Tissue-Fossils-and-Age-Implications.pdf

They were not only shown these facts that clearly disprove evolutionary theory forced upon children in the name of "science"; they were given
opportunity to look at the plethora of factual evidence supporting the Biblical Account of Creation. http://www.facebook.com/notes/michaelswenson/evidence-of-god-our-creator/568134419932188 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-a-treatise-onrepentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230 current events ANYONE can SEE for themselves and archeological sites on earth that can be visited
and observed first hand (as well as the above artifacts) that ALL disprove evolutionary hogwash and deep time assumptions. http://scontent-alax.xx.fbcdn.net/hphotos-ash3/t1/1794705_722908154407027_6646380_n.jpg and
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=722908154407027&set=pcb.722908231073686&type=1&theater Yet like Dawkins they chose to ignore
their own perceptive abilities and rational thought in favor of clinging to their ludicrous religions of evolution and other anti-christian fabrications/lies.
They kept chiming on and on about dating methods. And even though I pointed out that ALL such dating methods have been shown to be fallacious
and DRAMATICALLY so; they insisted upon the accuracy. "we can observe the ratios!" they insisted! and I replied SO WHAT! We can take any

subject and analyze it in part and say it has a certain percentage of whatever elements are discovered in the test subject; how does that in any way tell
anyone how OLD it is. BUT.... BUT.... we KNOW half lives SCREEEEECH! put on the brakes! what do YOU know about "half-lives"?! ONLY WHAT
YOU ARE TOLD BY THE SAME PEOPLE CENSORING ALL THE ABOVE INFORMATION! Information that PROVES the biblical account as accurate
throughout is CENSORED from mention in public education in favor of animations and fiction supporting evolutionary and deep time brainwashing! So
READ and learn https://hps.org/publicinformation/ate/q8270.html (translation- you've arrived here because you accurately realize none of us can tell
how old a lump of metal or dirt or rock is just by looking at it; especially when we claim it is radioactive; but WAIT let us throw up a bit of letters and
numbers and voila our magic "formulae" PROVES it is millions or billions of years old! these deceivers love to practice "if you can't dazzle 'em with your
brilliance, baffle 'em with your b.s.!" taking advantage of the trusting innocence of little children and the lack of knowledge and critical thinking skills of
far too many.) I told them it is OBVIOUS that when ANYONE alive only a few decades starts to talk about "millions" or "billions of years ago" they are
AUTOMATICALLY engaging in imagination and fiction as THEY WERE NOT THERE! It is the same with those who claim they know the "half-lives" of
ANY substance beyond recorded history. I told them plainly which is more logical to believe that mankind has been on earth for hundreds of millions of
years with the dinosaurs and trilobites (as the evidence plainly shown to us all set in stone) and yet, we find written history that only supports
thousands of years; OR that radio active dating methods are simply FALSE based on FALSE ASSUMPTIONS and therefore full of radical errors that
ANYONE can fabricate to suit their own chosen worldview. Which is more rational to set aside abundant, current observable evidence proving the
Biblical account is accurate or presuppositions about radio-active dating methods that violate all the hundreds of delimiting factors of deep time they
falsely claim? http://scontent-a-lax.xx.fbcdn.net/hphotos-ash3/t1/1794705_722908154407027_6646380_n.jpg But they were SO thoroughly
brainwashed they chose to cling to LIES like those who claim the easily observed sandalprint with the trilobites isn't really a sandal print at all.
(laughable insanity, the stone has been analyzed it is authentic and not only are the compressions indicative of a human footprint but remnants in the
stone show the stitching of the sandal.) but religious adherrents to evolution and deep time have proven themselves to be anything but logical, rational,
reasonable individuals; instead, fall into categories ranging from legitimate ignorants to downright evil, intentional deceivers in lying to children in the
name of science and history.

Face the facts people dinosaurs are STILL with us today. If alligators, crocodiles, rhinos, hippos, elephants, bears, komodo dragons etc. etc. were ALL
extinct evolutionists would have assigned dinosaur names to them and included them in their fantasy of "once upon a time; very long ago..." despite
the fact we have written history showing dinosaurs and man coexisted and still do to this day.

https://www.google.com/search?q=dinosaurs+in+written+history&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=dinosaurs+in+written+history&aqs=chrome..69i5
7.9329j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8

http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=dinosaurs+in+written+history&sm=3

https://www.google.com/search?q=prehistoric+creatures+alive+today&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=prehistoric+creatures+al&aqs=chrome.1.69
i57j0l5.8204j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8

evolutionists want to dismiss ALL that evidence that they falsely accuse Christians of doing in order to remain in their depraved state of denial of the
God of the Holy Bible, Creator of the Universe and all therein. To do that they systematically LIE about ALL of it; but there is so much evidence (READ
and WATCH the links provided in this and all my notes and RESEARCH this topic THOROUGHLY- you were LIED to in the name of "science" and
"history" for many years; during the critical development years and as such it might be difficult but you really need to look at OBSERVABLE evidence
and weigh it against the animations you were shown in grade school and are still being forced upon children today); as I was saying there is SO MUCH
evidence (ubiquitous) in support of the Biblical Creation Account; that if children were allowed to SEE the TRUTH for themselves NO ONE would grow
up believing the facile rubbish of evolutionary fiction! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEmnXV5Qs2Q&list=PLDD19870F568B7818

Samuel Clemens (Mark Twain) was right when he
said https://www.google.com/search?q=it%27s+easier+to+fool+someone+mark+twain&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&espv=210&es_sm=93&tbm=is
ch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=mwv1UqWmE4apyAGh-IG4Ag&ved=0CDEQsAQ&biw=1067&bih=702
“It's easier to fool people than to convince them that they have been fooled.”

but it is time people faced the fact that indeed they were fooled by public brainwashing in public indoctrination institutions known as our
public schools.

10) Nye and his "science" lies, arrogantly had the audacity as if to presume his worldview that contradicts ACTUAL science, AND the infallible Holy
Scriptures that has been the model of the Creation account for the enitre history of mankind, is somehow to be on trial as valid by his own totally fallible
worldview based on all his stated false premises and likewise then, obviously false conclusions. In actuality it is Nye who is making the outrageous
claims, the extraordinary ones! It is therefore upon him to prove them. Not only did he fail to prove them; he only succeeded in disproving them!
Showing once again that those who reject the knowledge of our Creator are in favor of practicinghttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michaelswenson/stupidity/527894057289558 and are in danger of being found as all who cling to http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evolutionand-atheism-intertwined-religions-of-the-insane/492209810857983.

I state in this video that our Creator showed me how He Created and Made the Universe; but I need to be more specific. I had a series of dreams (not
saying they all are true or prophetic, just as an explanation for what I saw) ; in these dreams the sun burnt out or went out; there was no sunlight on
earth but complete darkness. There was not even moonlight or starlight. The whole world was enveloped in a darkness as tangible as the deepest
cave! People started going insane, burning anything and everything just to have some light. And I thought to myself this truly is the END... unless...
(as I thought "the LORD makes it all anew..."); it was then, in that simultaneous thought, that I saw the
following: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ri3R6vFVfEg It was only my assumption that our Creator formed our present universe in this manner;
when He could have done it some other way. I state this because Nye's science lie of the "big bang" does not explain why so many celestial bodies
are spinning, revolving traveling in spirals through space and time and what I saw in the dream
does. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SbK34NaMnQ4 this is closer to the mark but it fails to show that the sun is also traveling in spirals, so are the
galaxies in general. Keep in mind as they flung off in greater and lesser densities from the central enormous molten mass that they all exploded like
fireworks (and still are doing so to this day) such that scatterings of matter have occurred even some that headed back toward the origin of matter in
time and space. Thus not one big bang; but a vast multitude of smaller ones; as spinning matter separated and flew off the formerly gigantic spinning
molten sphere at the origin of the universe. https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/so-you-think-the-big-bang-isscientific/620654451346851

So we are looking at the past and the scientists who think they found data proving it to be accelerating; have simply misinterpreted their data; which
actually proves the opposite, that it is in fact slowing down, cooling off. The further one looks into time and space, that is the further into the PAST one
looks into time and space, the faster the bits of matter, (galaxies and stars), were moving then; their findings prove that. Regardless, science confirms
the matter in the universe is expanding or stretching out (again confirming the biblical account - http://biblehub.com/jeremiah/10-12.htm)

In fact science has confirmed all the Biblical Account and is just plain easily observable FACT! So if Nye actually believes what he OBSERVES then
he should be a creationist. (instead of coming across as he did in this debate as one who is extremelyhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michaelswenson/mentally-challenged/575010789244551and still in need of learning the Truth! http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evidence-ofgod-our-creator/568134419932188 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-a-treatise-on-repentance-andforgiveness/556880667724230 )

But here is where I ask of the young earth and young universe creationists to list with an actual list ALL the reasons they can think of (with scientific
support) for why they think the earth and the universe is less than 10,000 years old. I have read many articles by Ken Ham's and other creation
ministries but have yet to see an easy to follow comprehensive list in this regard.

I know our Creator personally, and I have not met many who remember pre-incarnation as I do http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OltULVOaJtg; yet for
all my experiences and direct Divine Revelations; I am not persuaded either way as to the actual age of the universe (I personally don't think it very
important). I think knowing our Creator is important, living in the present is important, fulfilling ones calling moment by moment is
important. The whole world lies in wickedness and is on a current path toward global extinction events!
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/crimes-against-humanity/571080836304213 I think these are FAR more important mattersthan
whether the universe is young or old; because of http://www.facebook.com/notes/michaelswenson/propaganda/528691883876442 andhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/treatise-on-greed-andcorruption/517410181671279 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanism-fools-who-want-to-burn-forever-represent-a-threat-tothemselves-and-all/554580804620883 that brings about http://www.facebook.com/notes/michaelswenson/stupidity/527894057289558 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/blasphemy-and-idolatry/568026456609651 for the
purpose ofhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-accident/544721958940101 and the only remedy
ishttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/why-we-all-need-instructions-from-our-creator-to-live-by/533444303401200 to be taught
everywhere; especially to the children; so they mature into such persons of integrity; necessary for a peaceful, strong, stable, prosperous society; as I

propose: http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/solutions/516489485096682 and until then all who love freedom and especially all who love
GOD need to http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/there-is-no-pre-tribulation-rapture-prepare-forwar/533858466693117 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-weapons-of-our-warfare/578505248895105; help people not to
present themselves ashttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/mentally-challenged/575010789244551 by teaching the
Truth! http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evidence-of-god-our-creator/568134419932188 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michaelswenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-a-treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michaelswenson/you-will-know-truth-truth-will-set-and-keep-you-free/551134041632226 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-eviland-any-worldview-that-calls-for-genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/thedangers-of-remaining-ignorant-about-the-times-we-are-living-in/557410497671247 andhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/blasphemyand-idolatry/568026456609651 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/warning-weve-been-invaded-and-infiltrated-our-nation-is-underattack/566322743446689 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/gain-and-restore-freedom/550796821665948

But let's acknowledge the Truth; everything in the visible universe is moving at various velocities in time and space. If you find a faster moving object it
may have been something accelerated from an explosion, or from gravity, it may not be something that had that initial velocity that was flung from the
origin of the universe; (keep in mind whole galaxies can be results of series of explosions, and entire galaxies can be accelerated by gravitational
forces; not just stars and planets, asteroids and comets). So in viewing light streams of all these objects moving through time and space; how can
anyone accurately fix the location of the celestials (state without error and absolute certainty how many light years away those objects are from each
other and one another) when none of our optics are up to the task (only view the light streams or paths such objects once went through); in order to
make such precise mathematical computations? (trigonometric parallax only works at relatively close distanceshttp://www.answersingenesis.org/articles/arj/v6/n1/astronomical-distance-light-travel-problem) We can only rely on our observations in the moment
which are as our Creator intends when viewed from earth (even though we are looking into the past when we view the celestials) which again, is
another irrefutable proof of our Intelligent Creator who has timed the celestial bodies, stars, to coincide with events transpiring on earth; exactly as He
tells us: http://biblehub.com/genesis/1-14.htm. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ6szvfApNM and http://www.bethlehemstar.net/

Nye, is also either in ignorance about the literary accuracy and historicity of the Holy Bible or he is intentionally deceiving listeners when he alleges the
words in the Holy Bible are brought to us like a game of telephone. http://blogs.answersingenesis.org/blogs/ken-ham/2014/02/21/the-bible-is-not-likethe-telephone-game/ According to apologists like Josh McDowell, the veracity of the scriptures had such supremely uncommon practices in writing
and recording what are now the contents of the Holy Bible that they had very specific time comsuming rituals for even recording just the Name of
God.http://www.yahweh.com/The-Name-Of-Yahweh.html When talking about the Holy Bible we are not talking about imaginations, myths, legends, or
the many other claims of modern day ignoramuses and blashphemers; we are talking about Dvine Revelations straight from our Creator to persons
who recorded each and every word EXACTLY under strict commands and ordinances; with very dire consequences for disobience!
http://biblehub.com/revelation/22-18.htm and http://biblehub.com/revelation/22-19.htm and http://biblehub.com/deuteronomy/4-2.htm and
http://biblehub.com/deuteronomy/12-32.htm Thus the literary accuracy of the Holy Bible surpasses all other ancient literature BY FAR (and even
modern reference works) as far as preserving original content and reliability. http://www.angelfire.com/sc3/myredeemer/Evidencep3.html and
http://carm.org/manuscript-evidence

If one observes the reality in which we all exist; it is unmistakably and irrefutably proof of what is written clearly in the Holy Bible; and as such it is Mr.
Nye's worldview that is totally unsupportable; not Mr. Ham's. Regardless, of whether or not the universe and earth is young or old, the evidence is in
that it was in fact Created and Made by the God of the Holy Bible and, as such, I am concerned that the rubbish Mr. Nye believes is being taught in the
name of "science" in public education; instead of what is actually observable and rationally supported by all the sciences in plain view of all souls - the
Biblical Creation Account.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WjKhuEp074U
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